A novel adaptive scheme is presented in order to refine and to coarse the number of Gaussian components in a Gaussian mixture and it is integrated with a previous adaptive Gaussian sum for uncertainty propagation through dynamical systems. The previously presented adaptive Gaussian sum for uncertainty propagation adapts the weights of different components under the assumption that the number of Gaussian components remains constant during propagation. In this work, this assumption is relaxed using a component refining and coarsening scheme. The scheme is based on an iterative split-merge procedure which selects the mixand with the largest contribution to the uncertainty propagation error and splits it along the direction with most nonlinear dynamics. Merging is driven by the approximation error of two Gaussian components with a single Gaussian density function. A numerical example is presented to illustrate the concept of adapting the number of Gaussian components during propagation.
I. Introduction
The state of a stochastic dynamic system, x, is characterized by its time dependent probability density function (pdf), p(t, x). In the case of pure aleatory uncertainty, the random nature of the state is due to uncertain initial conditions and/or random excitation that is driving the dynamic system. The knowledge about the time evolution of the pdf of the state of a dynamic system is important to quantify the uncertainty in the state at a future time. Numerous fields of science and engineering are concerned with the problem of pdf evolution through nonlinear dynamic systems with stochastic excitation and uncertain initial conditions.
1, 2
This is a difficult and important problem which has received much attention over the past century.
The uncertainty propagation has a number of uses such as combining different pieces of information as in data assimilation, quantifying the value of additional information, gaining strategic advantage over your adversary by increasing his uncertainty, analyzing the importance of different parameters via sensitivity analysis, analyzing the hazardous outcomes via risk analysis, and decision making. The accurate characterization of uncertainty in the response of a dynamic system is the main objective of this paper.
In the present paper only uncertainty propagation through discrete-time nonlinear dynamic systems is presented. However the method can be easily adapted for continuous-time dynamic systems. For discretetime dynamical systems the exact evolution of the pdf is obtained by solving the Chapman-Kolmogorov Equation (CKE).
3 Several approximate techniques to approximate the pdf evolution exist in the literature, the most popular being Monte Carlo (MC) methods, 4 Gaussian closure 5 (or higher order moment closure), Equivalent Linearization, 6 and Stochastic Averaging. 7, 8 Monte Carlo methods require extensive computational resources and effort, and become increasingly infeasible for high-dimensional dynamic systems.
The Gaussian mixture model presented in Ref. 9, 10 has been proposed to accurately solve the CKE in a computationally effective manner. The key idea is to approximate the state pdf by a finite sum of Gaussian density functions whose mean and covariance are propagated using linear theory. The weights corresponding to different Gaussian kernels are updated such that they minimize the integral square difference between the true forecast pdf and its Gaussian sum approximation. 9 With this formulation, the mixture problem can be solved efficiently and accurately using convex optimization solvers, even if the mixture model includes many terms. Another advantage of the proposed method is that it decouples a large uncertainty characterization problem into many small scale problems. As a consequence, the algorithm can be parallelized on today's high performance computing systems. Although Gaussian mixture idea has been successfully applied to low and moderate dimension systems, including the uncertainty propagation through two-body system and toxic cloud transported by wind, 9, 11, 12 like any other methods to solve the CKE it only provides an approximate description of the uncertainty propagation problem by restricting the CKE solution space to a small number of parameters.
In this paper, a novel adaptive split-merge scheme is introduced to refine and coarse the number of Gaussian components in the previously presented Gaussian mixture. 9 The previously presented adaptive Gaussian sum adapts the weights of different components under the assumption that the number of components remains constant during propagation. In this work, this assumption is relaxed using a component refining and coarsening scheme. The scheme is based on a split-merge procedure which selects the mixand with the largest contribution to the uncertainty propagation error and splits it along the most nonlinear direction. The splitting scheme revolves around the nonlinear measure introduced in Ref. 13 and adapted here to identify the best direction to be split a Gaussian component. Merging is driven by the approximation error of two Gaussian components with a single Gaussian density function.
In Section II the problem to be solved is defined, followed by a background of the classic and adaptive Gaussian sum for uncertainty propagation. The proposed refinement-coarsening scheme is developed in Section III. In Section IV a numerical example is presented to illustrate the concept of adapting the number of Gaussian components during propagation and the conclusions and future work are discussed in Section V.
II. Problem Statement
Consider the following nonlinear discrete-time dynamical system driven by additive white noise (η k ),
with the pdf of the initial conditions p(t 0 , x 0 ), given by the following Gaussian sum,
where
We are interested in approximating the probability density function p(t k+1 , x k+1 ) as a Gaussian mixture. The true forecast pdf is given by the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation:
where, p(t k+1 , x k+1 |t k , x k ) is the conditional state transition pdf which corresponds to the pdf for the process noise η k , generally modeled as Gaussian white noise of covariance
The dimension of the state space is denoted by n.
A. Uncertainty Propagation using Gaussian Sums
A linear mapping will transform a Gaussian mixture into another Gaussian mixture without changing the number of components or their associated weights. The parameters of the resulting mixands, mean and covariance, are given by closed-form expressions under linear forms. But the outcome of a Gaussian that undergoes a nonlinear transformation is generally non-Gaussian. Conventionally, a Gaussian sum approximation,p(t k+1 , x k+1 ), to the forecast density function p(t k+1 , x k+1 ) is obtained by linearizing the nonlinear transformation and assuming the weights of different components to be constant during propagation:
where, the reference values of the parameters of the Gaussian components are given by the prediction step of the Extended Kalman Filter:
Evolution schemes other than linearization using Taylor series, such as statistical linearization, 15 Unscented Transformation, 16 or Gaussian closure, 5 may be used for obtaining the moments of the Gaussian components.
B. Adaptive Weight Update
In Ref. 9 an algorithm is presented to better approximate the forecast pdf by developing update laws for the forecast weights. Mean-square optimal new weights can be obtained by minimizing the following integral square difference between the true pdf, p(t k+1 , x k+1 ), and its approximation,p(t k+1 , x k+1 ), in the least square sense:
T is the vector of weights at time t k+1 . Notice that Eqs. (7b) and (7c) are introduced to account for the normality and positivity constraint for the state pdf. The cost function J 1:N (w k+1 ) is given by the following three components:
The subscript 1:N is used to indicate that all the components at time t k+1 are used in the cost function. The first term in the cost function is not needed in the optimization process and it is used only to provide an overall magnitude of the uncertainty propagation error. An error larger than a specified threshold will trigger the refinement process presented in Section III. Here, the true density function p(t k+1 , x k+1 ), is given by Eq.(4). This will be further approximated using the following expression under the assumption that a good Gaussian sum approximation is available at time
Since the derivation of the last two terms of the cost function have been presented in Ref. 9 , only the derivation of the first term, J pp 1:N (w k+1 ), is presented in this paper in Appendix V. The last two terms of the cost function are given by the following relations:
where the elements of the two matrices are given by:
The expectations in Eq.(12) may be computed using Gaussian Quadrature, Monte Carlo integration or Unscented Transformation. 17 Given the above relations, the final formulation of the optimization (7a) can be posed in the quadratic programming framework and solved using readily available solvers:
is a vector of ones and 0 ∈ R N ×1 is a vector of zeros.
III. Proposed Approach
While the adaptation of the weights provides us with a more accurate uncertainty propagation, this can be further enhanced by judiciously refining or coarsening the Gaussian mixture during propagation. The process of refining the Gaussian mixture is triggered by the normalized approximate error, J Norm 1:N , of the uncertainty propagation. 18 The optimal weights, w * k+1 , yielded by the optimization problem, Eq. (14) , are used to evaluate the approximation error.
The proposed refining-coarsening procedure is sketched in Alg.1.
Algorithm 1 Split-Merge Adaptive Gaussian Sum (performed every time step)
Update Moments using Eq.(6b)-(6c)
3:
Update Weights using Eq. (14) 4:
if J Find the Gaussian component with the largest approximation error -Section III.A
6:
Find the most nonlinear eigendirection -Section III.B
7:
Split the Gaussian component along the most nonlinear eigendirection -Section III.C Prune components with low weights -Section III.D
10:
Merge the non-split Gaussian components which approximate a Gaussian function -Section III.D 11: until J If some of the Gaussian components reside in regions of the state space where the dynamics are more nonlinear, then they will no longer map into Gaussian functions. This will cause the error in the propagation of the pdf to be greater than a given threshold, J threshold . Since the running time of the overall uncertainty propagation algorithm strongly depends on the number of Gaussian component, a selective refinement process is used to refine only the critical components. This will cause an increase in the number of Gaussian components and a decrease in the uncertainty propagation error. The decrease of the uncertainty propagation error is done in an iterative way, where the most critical Gaussian component is selected and split in two. Here, the most critical Gaussian component is the one which provides the largest contribution to the pdf approximation error.
Since the number of directions is equal with the state space dimensionality, the splitting cannot be performed in all the directions due to computational constraints. Thus, the splitting of the most critical Gaussian component is performed only along the direction where the dynamics are the most nonlinear. In order to reduce the overall number of mixands, the procedure continues by pruning all Gaussian components that maintain low weights before and after a time step integration. Merging is also performed if two Gaussian components closely approximate a Gaussian function both before and after a time step integration. The steps of the adaptive process are described in detail in the following subsections.
A. Gaussian Component Identification
Because the number of Gaussian components varies with time, the N k notation will be used from now on to denote the number of Gaussian components at time t k . The following normalized approximation error is computed for each Gaussian component and it is used to select the mixand with the largest possible error reduction after splitting.
Thus the i * th Gaussian component to be split is selected using Eq. (17) .
B. Split-Direction Identification
Splitting along all the eigendirections will cause an exponential increase in the number of Gaussian components. Thus a more judicious refining has to be performed in order to keep the number of mixands low. In this section, it is proposed to split only along the eigendirection where the linearization error is the largest. Along this particular eigenvector the dynamics are the most nonlinear. A functional modification is brought to the nonlinear index proposed in Ref. 13 to measure the severity of nonlinear transformations. Here the same index is used in a more specific way to determine a direction-wise nonlinear measure based on the variations of the Jacobian along each eigendirection of the most critical Gaussian component.
For each jth eigenvector (j = 1 . . . n) of the i * th Gaussian component at time t k a number of 2n p points are selected between a predetermined sigma bound, 19 σ bnd . Let δd be the distance between these points such that n p δd = σ bnd , and P
. . n p }, are determined using the following relations:
The direction-wise nonlinearity index is defined as,
where · 2 denotes the Frobenious norm of a matrix. Therefore the most nonlinear direction is given by:
Given that the most critical Gaussian component and its most nonlinear directions have been identified, the following splitting scheme 20 may be used to approximate a Gaussian function with a mixture of two Gaussian functions:
where α, β, γ ∈ (0, 1). In this paper α = 0.5, β = 0.5, and the value for γ is determined using the maximum variation of the Jacobian corresponding to the points up to 1σ bound. Given,
the split distance γ = q * δd, where
At the end of the splitting procedure the number of Gaussian components at time t k , N k , increases by one. The previously three steps, Gaussian Component Identification, Split-Direction Identification, and Split Procedure are repeated as presented in Alg.1 until the uncertainty propagation error becomes tolerable.
D. Pruning & Merging Procedure
The number of Gaussian components can be kept low by pruning the components with low contributions to the overall pdf approximation and merging the components which closely approximate a Gaussian function. A Gaussian component is pruned if its weight is under a certain threshold at both time t k and t k+1 .
For the remaining not-split Gaussian components, two mixands, ith and jth, are merged if both the J 
IV. Numerical Results
To illustrate the Split-Merge Adaptive Gaussian Sum for uncertainty propagation, consider the following noise driven nonlinear discrete-time dynamical system with uncertain initial condition given by Eq.(35):
, and
The uncertainty is propagated for the first 6 time steps. The proposed method is compared with a Monte Carlo simulation with 10, 000 samples for which a kernel smoothing density has been estimated. Fig.1 presents the evolution of the estimated pdf returned by the Monte Carlo simulation and by the adaptive Gaussian mixture. The sample mean and sample covariance of the Monte Carlo approach it is also computed and visually compared with the mean and the covariance estimated by the Gaussian mixture.
The splitting procedure is triggered if the uncertainty propagation error, J The pruning and merging procedure reduces the number of Gaussian components from 7 to 4 when transition between time step 2 and 3, Fig.1d . All the components with weights smaller than 10 −3 have been pruned. For the final pdf at time step 6, Fig.1g , the weights of the Gaussian mixture are compared with the fraction of the number of samples which fall under a particular Gaussian component.
Note that in the first three time steps the Monte Carlo samples get clustered in four regions, which are captured by the adaptive Gaussian sum through splitting of the initial pdf. Overall the Split-Merge Adaptive Gaussian Sum is able to capture the non-Gaussian behavior of the pdf.
V. Conclusions
A novel adaptive split-merge scheme to refine and coarse a Gaussian mixture has been introduced and integrated with a previous work of the author on adaptive Gaussian sums for uncertainty propagation. An initial Gaussian component will become non-Gaussian under nonlinear transformation, increasing the uncertainty propagation error. The decrease of the uncertainty propagation error is achieved by splitting in two the Gaussian component with the largest approximation error along the most nonlinear direction. This iterative process yields a reduction in the uncertainty propagation error by judiciously increasing the order of the Gaussian mixture.
A numerical example has been presented to illustrate the concept of adapting the number of Gaussian components during propagation. For the given nonlinear dynamical system, the proposed method has been able to capture the non-Gaussian behavior of the pdf, illustrating the usefulness of adaptation of the number of Gaussian components during propagation. The number of function evaluations per time step is proportional to the product between the dimension of the state and the number of Gaussian components. Also, the number of Jacobian evaluations is linear in both the dimension of the state and the number of Gaussian components. This provides optimism regarding the applicability of the method to high dimensional and computational expensive models.
Although the novel method in this chapter is presented only in the pure forecast context, it is equally relevant in solving nonlinear filtering problems when measurements are available. The implementation of the method in stochastic filtering context and its performance evaluation on numerical examples is set as future work. The first term of the cost function in Eq.(8a) is computed as follows:
where the components of the matrix J pp are given by the following expression:
The expectation in Eq.(38) can be computed using Unscented Transformation, 16 Gaussian Quadrature or Monte Carlo integration. Consider the following two sets of M points each with their associated weights: X 
